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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1805, Thomas Young [ 1 ] published an argument supporting the view 
that, along a triple interface of a homogeneous solid, a liquid, and a gas, 
the contact angle between the solid and the liquid is a constant, depending 
only on the materials and not on the shapes of the solid or liquid surfaces 
or on external body forces. His reasoning derived from the notion that the 
surface tension is a consequence of central forces acting between adjacent 
materials, and it supposed those forces to be purely of that nature. In 1829, 
Gauss [2] arrived at the same result using the same underlying notion but 
by a more convincing argument, based on the principle of virtual work. 
The result has a consequence that the free surface bounding a connected 
drop of liquid on a smooth horizontal plane 17 in a gravity field is a surface 
of revolution that meets planes parallel to ZZ in an interval of circles about 
a vertical axis, and meets IZ at an angle y independent of the volume of the 
drop and the gravity force (Fig. 1). Another consequence is that, if the 
plane is tilted, no stationary equilibrium is possible. Both these statements 
are in seeming conflict with everyday experience. The conflict was 
recognized by the contemporaries of Young, including Laplace and Gauss, 
who emphasized that the theory applies only when forces resistant to 
motion along the solid surface can be neglected. For more recent comments 
on this point, see, e.g., [3, 43. 
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FIGURE I 
There is now a considerable experimental literature related to resistance 
forces in capillarity, although we could find little that addresses what seem 
to us fundamental questions for equilibrium configurations. The bulk of the 
literature relates to the discrepancy (described as “hysteresis”) between 
advancing and receding contact angles for fluids moving (or about to 
move) on solids, and discordant, often conflicting experimental results have 
been reported (cf. [3-7, 173 and the references cited in those works). 
Although several attempts have been made to develop theories for the 
moving contact line (cf., e.g., [3, 67, 16]), to our knowledge the only 
theoretical discussion available for the seemingly simpler situation of an 
equilibrium configuration is that of Dussan and Chow [16], who present 
an asymptotic analysis for a particular, in our view somewhat speculative 
configuration; see the remarks in [16] and in the related paper [18] to 
follow. 
In the present paper and in [ 181, we offer an initial contribution toward 
tilling this gap, and we test our idea in two configurations of general 
interest. Our underlying approach derives from the following 
HYPOTHESIS, Associated with any equilibrium configuration, there is an 
energy 4 per unit area of wetted surfice, from which the areal density 9 of 
the resistance force can be calculated from the formula 
9 = -V& (1.1) 
Each force density (1.1) turns out to be equivalent to a line density of a 
normal distribution around the boundary of the wetted surface 52. Accor- 
dingly, its analysis can be encompassed by a modification of the classical 
Young diagram. These points are elaborated in Section 2. 
A second consequence of (1.1) is that, since the force derives from a 
potential, the equilibrium configuration can be characterized using the 
principle of virtual work, in the spirit of Gauss. This variational analysis of 
the problem is outlined in Section 3, where the procedure introduced by 
Gauss is modified to include resistance forces. 
In order to fix the ideas and as a preliminary test of our hypothesis, we 
consider in this paper the particular case of a symmetric drop on a 
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horizontal plane in the presence of resistance forces. Our idea is put to the 
more severe test of a drop on an inclined plane in the paper [ 181. 
Consider a drop in equilibrium on a horizontal plane. We imagine the 
volume V of the drop to be increased by the very slow addition of liquid 
through a small hole in the plane under the drop. If resistance to motion is 
present, we must expect that initially the wetted area Q does not change; in 
order to maintain equilibrium, the contact angle y then must increase. 
In Section 4, we show that, for a given wetted area a and given volume 
V (up to a maximum as indicated below), there is a unique sessile drop, 
appearing as a formal solution of the variational conditions; moreover, we 
show that for fixed Sz the contact angle y in fact increases with V. In accor- 
dance with the Young or the Gauss theory, this can only be accounted for 
by the presence of non-central forces (or energies) between the materials. 
Stable equilibrium may continue to be possible until a point is reached at 
which resistance is overcome; B then expands, and the drop reaches a new 
equilibrium. 
A different kind of behavior must occur when the resistance force con- 
straining the motion is very large. We show in Section 5 that with increas- 
ing volume the contact angle eventually increases to n. Formally, the 
solution continues to exist for still larger volumes, but the free surface then 
penetrates the supporting plane (Fig. 2), which is physically not possible. 
Thus at this point, when y = 7~, the wetted area must increase. 
Behavior of the sort described in the above paragraph has been observed 
physicallyPalthough chiefly in connection with receding rather than 
advancing contact lines-and is described in some of the literature as 
“stick-slip” motion. Under some conditions it apparently occurs discon- 
tinuously. However, there seems to be considerable disagreement as to 
what the phenomenon is and under what circumstances it occurs; cf., the 
discussions in [3, 6, 71. 
Estimates on the configuration associated with a contact angle of 7c can 
be found using the results of Finn [8-l I]. In Section 5 we present an 
analysis based on those estimates; the main results are the criteria (5.6), 
(5.7) (5.8) which provide universal upper stability bounds, valid in every 
symmetric configuration. 
FIGURE 2 
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Still another kind of instability is suggested by a nonuniformity in 
behavior of small drops when y is close to rr, which was established in [ 111 
and which we describe in Section 5; a consequence of the Young or Gauss 
postulates is that the wetted area can decrease surprisingly rapidly with 
decreasing volume, so that for small volume the drop essentially sits on a 
point, from which it could easily be “rolled” to a new position. When the 
wetted area is small the surface resistance forces can be exprected to be 
small relative to surface tension forces, and thus the classical theory in fact 
determines the geometry. Nevertheless, the surface resistance may suffice to 
defer sliding in favor of “rolling.” See also the discussion of “rolling” in [3] 
and the references cited there. 
In what follows, we consider a liquid drop of volume V that wets a disk 
of radius a on a horizontal homogeneous plane surface II. We introduce 
the dimensionless volume V, = V/a3, and the Bond number B= k-a’; here 
K = pg/a is the capillarity constant, p = density difference across the free 
surface interface, g = gravitational acceleration, cr = surface tension. In Sec- 
tion 5, we also use a volume-associated Bond number 98 = I&?‘, where 9 is 
the radius of a ball of volume I/. If y 3 n/2, we define R as the radial dis- 
tance to the vertical point (see Fig. 1). We set .c%?~ = &T/a, and define R, by 
3V,=47rR;. 
2. EQUIVALENCE TO LINEAR DISTRIBUTIONS 
In accordance with our hypotheses, we assume a resistive force density 
9 of the form (1.1) distributed over the wetted surface 0, where d is an 
energy density. We derive immediately that the area1 distribution 9 isfor- 
mally equivalent to a linear distribution on the boundary C of the wetted 
area, of magnitude I$ and directed normal to C. 
In fact, the net force exerted on the drop by y is jn 9 dx. From (1.1) 
and the divergence theorem, we find 
s (2.1) R 
where v is the unit exterior normal to Z. 
An important corollary of (2.1) is that it is only the values of 4 on the 
boundary that count: any two energy distributions 4 and 4’ that take the 
same values on ,?I yield the same net force on the drop. 
The formula (2.1) also suggests that when a force distribution (1.1) is 
present, one can modify the classical Young force balance diagram (see, 
e.g., [S]) to calculate the change in contact angle y. In a plane orthogonal 
to Z7 and contaiing v (Fig. 3), we balance the force -I#IV with the com- 
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ponents parallel to v of the three interfacial tensions oLG = 0, cGS, cLs to 
obtain 
crcosy+a,,+(b=a,,, 
cos y = uGS - OLS 
u 
-;)=P,--g 
where /I0 = cos y,,, y0 being the contact angle that appears when all attrac- 
tive forces are central. Thus, the area1 energy (linear force) distribution 4 is 
explicitly related to the contact angle. 
3. VARIATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The procedure just described derives from somewhat speculative physical 
hypotheses and also seems to us, from several other points of view, 
unsatisfactory. One is that the choice of 4 as a boundary distribution 
appears for a formal rather than physical reason; also 4 is determined in 
that way only up to an additive constant, and the addition of a constant 
significantly affects the boundary condition. Further, the boundary dis- 
tribution appears as an integral, rather than pointwise condition. The 
procedure suffers additionally from the limitation that it gives no hint as to 
how to determine 4. In all these respects a deeper insight is provided when 
the problem is studied from a variational point of view. 
We consider again a drop of liquid, of prescribed volume I’, resting in 
mechanical equilibrium on a homogeneous, horizontal plane surface IZ. 
The potential energy E of the configuration consists of the surface energies 
of the liquid-gas and liquid-solid interfaces, the gravitational energy, and 
the energy associated with a resistive force 9. In anticipation of a suc- 
ceeding paper, we assume as a generalized form of gravitational energy a 
potential energy Y per unit mass (for the liquid relative to the gas), 
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depending on position within the liquid. We then obtain, for the energy of 
the system, 
E=aS-1 (a/-h-d)dQ+p[ YdV. 
R V 
(3.1) 
Here, S is the area of the liquid-gas interface, with surface tension a, Sz is 
wetted area on Z7, afi, is wetting energy density on Sz (relative to the 
exterior Z7\Q), and p = density change, gas to liquid. 
According to the principle of virtual work, the first variation 6E must 
vanish for any virtual displacement consistent with the constraints. 
Introducing a Lagrange parameter i to account for the volume constraint, 
we find 
,!;E++, (3.2) 
for any displacement that does not separate S from 17 or penetrate 17. 
We introduce a virtual displacement in the form of a variation ~5, with 
i=<N+rjT (3.3) 
over S. Here N is a unit normal to S, directed out of the fluid; T is a unit 
tangent, defined in a closed strip C, of width p adjoining the contact line C 
of S with I7, such that on C, T is orthogonal to C and directed out of S. 
(See Fig. 4.) The functions 5, q are arbitrary, subject to the conditions 
52+7+Gl (3.4a) 
suPP ‘1= z, (3.4b) 
5N + VT tangent to I7 on C. (3.4c) 
Condition (3.4~) has as consequence 
tcosr-ssiny=O (3.5) 
on Z, where y is the angle between S and n on C, measured within the 
fluid (see Fig. 4). 
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In terms of local coordinates (a, /?), S can be represented by a function 
X(CI, /I). For purposes of making the variation, we denote the unvaried sur- 
face by S,, and the introduce the varied surface 
S(e): 44 B) + a% PL (3.6) 
thus ensuring (by (3.4~)) that S and Z7 continue to contact throughout the 
variation, as E -+ 0. 
The area S is given by 
S=jJsdadp. (3.7) 
Here 
E = Ix, + ~5~1~ = E, + 2&x,. 5, + O(E*), 
F=(x,+~r,).(x~+~r~)=F~+~(x,.i~+x~.i,)+~(&~), (3.8) 
G = lxp + E(pl 2 = G, + 2&XB. ca + 0(&2). 
We thus have, up to terms of order E*, 
Eoxp . ip - f’o(x, ’ ip + xp. ix) + Gox, .i, 
wz 
Wo=,/EoGo-6, (3.9) 
and hence 
Eoxp . ip - Fob,. ip + xp. i,) + Gox, i, 
w2, 
ds 
0. (3.10) 
Setting e= -x;N,,f= -(x; N,j + x,, N,), g = - xp . N,] and recalling 
condition (3.4b), we find 
6S= -2 j (HdS, 
so 
+s 
Eoxp.(vlT)p-Fo‘o[~~.(~T)~+“.(~~),l+Cox,.(rlT), 
du dfi 
ZP wo 
(3.11) 
where 
(3.12) 
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is the mean curvature of S,. We evaluate 
integrating by parts to obain the value 
r 1 
the integral over z‘,, by 
- da dp, (3.13) 
which can be rewritten (cf. [13, pp. 168-1741) in intrinsic notation in the 
form 
(3.14) 
Here a/an is the outer normal derivative on So at C, and thus ax/an = T. 
We have further (cf. [14, p. 1313) 
Ax = 2HN, (3.15) 
hence the second term in (3.14) vanishes. We conclude that the first term 
on the right side in (3.1) has the variation 
X3= -2 j tHdS+f/jds. (3.16) 
so 
In view of (3.4c), we obtain for the second term in (3.1), 
6j” (do-$VQ=$ (4o-4)(5N+vT).vds, (3.17) 
R z 
where v is unit exterior normal to C in i7. Since N. v = sin y, T. v = cos y 
(see Fig. 4), we obtain for this term the value 
P (oflo-(b)(rsiny+qcosy)dx. 
(3.18) 
z 
With regard to the last term in (3.1), we may write, corresponding to the 
variation (3.3) 
I,,,, rdV-!,, ydv=EI Y<dS+ O(E*) + O(MV,), 
(3.19) 
0 .%J\~, 
where M is a bound for I YI and V, is the change in volume due to the dis- 
placement .s(<N+ qT) of Z,. Since t2 +q2 < 1, VP is contained in the 
tubular volume generated by balls of radius E centered on L“,, hence 
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for some constant C, as E -+ 0. Thus, in view of (3.4), 
(3.20) 
The term in (3.2) arising from the volume constraint can be estimated 
similarly. 
Collecting the above estimates, we find 
+ 4 (Pe-~~)(‘sin;+ocos,;)~~l<C~r. (3.21) 
z 
for some constant C. 
We now let p -+ 0. Since ,U does not appear on the left side of (3.21), we 
obtain for the limit of the rates of change of energy corresponding to the 
given virtual displacements (3.3), 
SF= lim 6E= tds 
p-0 ji so 
-2H+i.+; Y 
+ $z[(~,-fi,)<sin~+(l+(~+&,)cos~)q]d~. (3.22) 
According to the principle of virtual work, 6E must vanish for any 
choice of 5, I], subject to (3.4a) and (3.5). Thus also SI!? = 0. We now 
observe that if - 2H + 1, + (p/a) Y # 0 at a point p E S,, then by choosing 
;rlzO and 5 to be positive and to have its support in a small enough 
neighborhood of p, we arrive at a contradiction. Thus 
2H=1+; Y (3.23) 
holds on S, and the first integral in (3.22) must vanish, regardless of 5. 
Therefore the second integral also vanishes. The choice 5 = T sin y, 
q = z cos y on ,Z satisfies the admissibility conditions if Iz/ 6 1, and we find 
Q( z ~&~,+cosy)rd~=O. 
A repetition of the above reasoning now yields 
(3.25) 
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on L’, thus determining the “contact angle” y in terms of the local relative 
adhesion coefficient PO and the surface potential 4. 
The result (3.25) is in formal agreement with (2.2). The present derivation 
yields (3.25) as a necessary pointwise consequence of the hypotheses, a con- 
sequence that holds at every boundary point. The relation (2.2) on the other 
hand, had to be inferred heuristically from a formal integral identity. 
In this paper, we restrict attention to the case of a uniform gravitational 
field directed normal to L’. We then find Y = gz. Therefore we find, for the 
mean curvature H of S 
2H=rcu+I, K = pglfl, (3.26) 
at the height u over 17. 
For a symmetric drop, we then obtain from (3.12), after some 
manipulation, 
rsin$),=Icu+A (3.27) 
for the free surface interface; here r is distance of the free surface from the 
axis of symmetry and + the angle of inclination in a vertical section 
through the axis. The relation (3.27) holds regardless of whether the fluid 
lies (locally) above or below the surface interface; it also holds in a limiting 
sense at vertical points, see [ 111. 
The symmetry of the drop under the above conditions was proved by 
Wente [ 151; the uniqueness of the symmetric configuration was proved by 
Finn [8]. 
4. DEPENDENCE OF CONTACT ANGLE ON VOLUME 
It was shown in [S] that each symmetric sessile drop u(r) can be trans- 
formed by a uniquely determined rigid motion into a symmetry “capillary” 
surface v(r), and that these surfaces-consdered as identical when one is a 
continuation of another-form a one-parameter family. We adopt as 
parameter the height u0 on the axis of symmetry. The set of all vertical sec- 
tions of such capillary surfaces (taken through the symmetry axis) is a 
family of curves having the general appearance indicated in Fig. 5. The 
inclination angle $ increases monotonely in arc on each curve and varies 
from 0 to rc in the figure. The set of all symmetric sessile drops whose wet- 
ted surfaces have given radius a is obtained by cutting these curves with a 
vertical through & as indicated. The drop then appears-inverted- as 
the shaded area in the figure. The case shown is for 0 < y < 7112. If y > n/2, 
one continues the vertical until it cuts the appropriate curve of the figure at 
the second (higher) point. 
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We show now that for fixed B, the angle y is strictly increasing in V,,. 
This fact is contained in the following assertion. 
THEOREM. There is at most one symmetric sessile drop with given B and 
V,, for which 0 < y < 71. For any ,fixed B> 0, there is an interval 
0 < V,, 6 r,, < co, in which a drop exists and in which y increases 
monotonically, as a function of VO, from O+ to 71. As B varies from 0 to cc, 
so does PC,. To each sessile drop there corresponds exactly one pair of values 
(4 Vo). 
Proof: It is shown in [S] that each curve in Fig. 5 can be parametrized 
in its entirety by its inclination angle $, where $ varies in the interval 
O<lc/ <rr. Notice that, in Fig. 5, when r=a, then &r=,/% and $ =;I, 
the contact angle. 
In terms of $, the curves in Fig. 5 are determined by the differential 
equations 
dr r cos * dv r sin Ic/ 
2$-Krv-sin$’ &i= Krv - sin I/I (4.1) 
under the initial conditions 
r(0) = 0, v(0) = VCJ. (4.2) 
With the aid of these equations, it is shown in [8, Sect. 4.11 that there is 
exactly one symmetric sessile drop with given V, and y. 
Except at the vertical points, the equation 
(r sin $), = u-v (4.3) 
holds on each trajectory, and the trajectory is uniquely determined by its 
initial height vO. 
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We consider first the case 0 < y < 71/2. We have from (4.3) in the interval 
O<$<y, 
s 
r 
r sin I/I = K VP 4 (4.4) 
0 
and for any two solutions II”), v”) corresponding to initial values II;) < vh2’, 
r(sin $“’ -sin $‘I)) = K [’ (v’~)- v(r)) p dp. (4.5 1 
Jo 
We conclude from (4.5) that for sufficiently small r there holds $‘” > $“’ 
and thus IJ’~) - r”) is, initially, increasing. Continuing the integration we 
thus find $‘” > +“), v’~’ - v ‘I) increasing in r (and hence positive) until the 
vertical point I/I(~) = 7r/2 is reached. The particular case v”) = 0, v’~) = c’ 
yields that v is also increasing in r, for any initial value v. > 0. 
We now move upwards from u = 0 along the line r = a as indicated in 
Fig. 5. From the estimate [8, Eq. (40)] we see that for small u0 the trajec- 
tories extend past r = a and that on r = a their inclinations tend to zero 
with v. Using the above remarks, we thus find that on r = a, I+!I = y increases 
continuously from zero with v. 
Since on any trajectory u increases with r, (4.3) yields 2 sin $ > wvO. 
Thus, if v,> 2/tia, the trajectory does not extend to r = a. From [S, 
Eq. (28)] we obtain that in the interval 0 < $ d 7c/2 on any trajectory, there 
holds 
1’ < J4JK + v,‘,. 
It follows that as we move upward on r = a, the value y = 7c/2 must be 
attained at a height 
vM < t2/&) ,,=i 
we have thus shown that the entire interval 0 < Ic/ <7c/2 is covered 
monotonically as v moves from 0 to v,V. 
To prove the monotonicity of Vo, we consider again v’~), u”). Since 
v(2) - v(r) is increasing in r, the function q(r) = v”‘(r) + u,‘,‘)- II;) satisfies 
q(0) = up 
q(r) < v(‘)(r) 
whenever v”‘, u’~’ are defined in 0 < r < a. Thus, the upper curve defines the 
greater volume, as was to be shown. 
It remains to study the interval n/2 < y < rr. To do so, we come 
downwards on r = a from vM, focusing attention now on the upper inter- 
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section point with each curve of the family, until $ = 7t at the point of inter- 
section. From [S, Eqs. (29), (36)] we see that the entire vertical segment 
must lie above the height v, > ~/KU. 
We now have recourse to properties of the family of curves established in 
[S, Sect. 4.11. There it is shown that, for any fixed I++ in 0 < ti 6 rc, there 
holds 
f3r 
- < 0, 
au0 
ah - < 0. 
au0 
(4.7) 
Consider again two curves 
u = vi(l); I$); i= 1, 2; VA i vi 
at the value @ = y, n/2 d 1: < rc, see Fig. 6. By (4.7) we have r’ > r*, also 
VA > Vi. Choosing r’ = a, we see that if the curve v* is continued on its 
upper branch only back to the value a, we will have $” < y = I/ ‘, q(@‘) < 
G(y) < VA(y) as above. The proof is complete. 
Using the results of [8, 111, explicit estimates for cos y in terms of B and 
V,, can be obtained. It should be possible to obtain a comparison of the 
prediction with experiment, by means of independent measurements of the 
maximum static resistance in some reference situation. In a later paper we 
present an alternative verification of our hypothesis, based on physical and 
analytic considerations in an asymmetric conhguration. 
5. GEOMETRICALLY IMPOSED STABILITY BOUNDS 
The result of the preceding section shows that in the presence of a 
resistive force that prevents change of wetted area, addition of fluid to a 
drop necessarily leads to a larger contact angle. An examination of the 
proof shows that in every situation the addition of a sufficient volume of 
liquid will increase y beyond n. This is however physically not possible, as 
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the fluid would then have to penetrate the supporting plane. At the point, 
then, at which y reaches n, a continued equilibrium contiguration with the 
same R becomes impossible. Regardless of the resistive force, any further 
addition of fluid must result in an increase in the wetted area. In what 
follows we provide explicit estimates for the critical volume. The con- 
siderations here are entirely geometrical and require only a knowledge of 
the dependence of y on B and on V,. 
We observe first, from the formula (74) of [IS] for the volume of a drop, 
i V”(y) = i v(y) - $ sin y, (5.1) 
in our notation. Also, if R, L’~ denote the coordinates of the vertical point 
on any solution curve, the relation (26) of [S] gives 
1.($)<-&+ (2/~)(1-cos$)+l/~~R*, (5.2) 
On the other hand, [9, Eq. (16); and 10, Eq. (49)] yield respectively 
2 1 
cc,>--- R 
KR 3 
and thus 
CR- v. < R. (5.3) 
Writing Eq. (4.3) in differentiated form, we find 
sin$/r+(sin$),-k,+k,=KZ: (5.4) 
which splits the mean curvature $KV into latitudinal and meridional sec- 
tional curvatures k,, k,,. Thus, at the point (R, u,) of contact with a ball of 
radius R (Fig. 7) 
k,,=Kv--l>l 
a a 
by [S, Eq. (6b)]. It follows that, locally near the point of contact, the 
solution surface lies interior to that ball. Since k, increases monotonically 
along the solution curve (see [ 11 I), we conclude easiy that the entire drop 
lies interior to the ball; thus, the (dimensionless) volume V, satisfies 
3 V, < 4n( R/a)‘, 
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and hence, from (5.2) 
so that (5.1) now gives 
$BR;< 1 +J1+4BR& 
where R, is defined by 3 V. = 4nRi. 
We have also from (5.1) when @ = rr, 
by (95) of [S]. Hence, :BRi> 1 and we obtain from (5.5) 
(5.5) 
which gives a bound for the Bond number in terms of volume. When (5.6) 
is violated, y > z and the drop cannot exist without penetrating the plane 
I7. Thus, the wetted surface expands. 
The interpretation of (5.6) is facilitated by introducing the dimensionless 
measure of volume L’!J = I&?*, with 9 defined by 3 V= 47~9~. (5.6) then takes 
the form 
@--gB-t?B*<O 
2 4 -.. (5.7) 
which displays an absolute upper bound for the volume in terms of wetted 
area. 
The estimate (5.7) is asymptotically exact both for large and small B; we 
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may obtain however an improved version for larger B by noting in (5.2) 
that R > a. We then obtain 
gp2 < + fi (1 + &-z&. (5.8) 
Both (5.7) and (5.8) are correct in all cases; the former is preferable for 
small B, the latter yields a sharper result when B is large. 
Still more precise estimates, together with lower bounds for the critical 
2, are given in [ 111. We mention here the particular asymptotic result for 
y = 71, 
B-~~= (5.9) 
in the limit as g -+ 0. This shows that the radius of the wetted disk vanishes 
as the square of the radius of the ball of equivalent volume. This suggests 
that for small configurations when y is close to IT the drop rests, essentially, 
on a point, about which small disturbances could cause it to pivot and to 
move with a kind of rolling motion. See the remarks in the Introduction. 
If y < n: the relation (5.9) must be replaced by 
B 
sin’ y 
-Ci2(r) 
ia (5.10) 
with 
n3(y) = % 6 sin3 0 do; 
see [ll]. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have introduced the hypothesis (1.1) for physical rather than 
mathematical reasons. From a formal point of view, there is no need to 
introduce the potential 4, at least so long as the plane 17 is horizontal; the 
change in contact angle with volume can be accounted for by an 
appropriate change in the adhesion coefficient /IO. In this way a description 
of the phenomenon is obtained that remains formally within the context of 
the classical theory developed by Gauss, in which only central forces are 
envisaged. 
Such a description would however be physically unrealistic. Consider, for 
example, the configuration obtained when there is no gravity, for which all 
solutions are spherical caps. If we assume that all changes occur slowly and 
that the pressure in the outer medium remains fixed, then from the manner 
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in which &, is derived (cf. [2]), it is apparent that PO is a function only of 
the pressure in the liquid. If we start with a configuration for which y < 742 
and continuously increase the volume of liquid, the pressure increases until 
y = 42 and then it decreases, since the pressure change across the surface is 
proportional to the curvature. However, /I = cos y decreases monotonically 
with y. Thus we see that khe phenomenon we have described cannot be 
explained within the context of the classical theory. 
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